ABSTRACT The active learning method involves searching for the most informative unmarked samples by query function, submitting them to the expert function for marking, then using the samples to train the classification model in order to improve the accuracy of the model and use the newly acquired knowledge to inquire into the next round, with the aim of getting the highest accuracy of classification using minimal training samples. This paper details the various principles of active learning and develops a method that combines active learning with transfer learning. Experimental results prove that the active learning method can cut back on samples redundancy and promote the accuracy of classifier convergence quickly in small samples. Combining active learning and transfer learning, while taking advantage of knowledge in related areas, could further improve the generalization ability of classification models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The arrival of the big data age has made it possible for technology services to improve through data mining and data analysis. However, it is fairly difficult to extract useful knowledge from the huge data, that's needed mining and find knowledge automatically. Therefore, Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining has been extensively studied. Traditional supervised learning methods are dependent on adequate marked samples to improve the generalization ability of classification models. However, in practical application, the number of marked samples is always limited, and the annotation of samples consumes a substantial amount of human resources, financial resources and time resources. For example, in the field of web page classification, search engines look for web pages using specific key words. At this time, this requires a judgement as to whether a particular page is related to the key words in question. However, surveys show that less than 0.0001% of web pages are annotated with subject labels. It is unrealistic to require that hundreds of millions of pages should be labeled [1] . This lack of marked samples has become a bottleneck for the development of artificial intelligence and other fields.
With further research into machine learning, data mining and other fields, and in the course of circumventing the lack of marked samples and other problems, researchers have put forward some effective results and solutions. Of these, active learning [2] is one of the most popular research fields. Unlike the traditional supervised learning method, active learning [4] obtains high quality knowledge selectively, selects the samples which contain the most information through the query function, and to give to expert to marked, use these sample training classifier models to improve model accuracy and use newly acquired knowledge to inform the next round of inquiry. In the course of the cycle, samples are actively selected and marked. The purpose of active learning is to use as few marked samples as possible to arrive at a high accuracy model while reducing the cost of marking up data. In machine learning problems where unmarked data is sufficient and lack of marked data or difficult to gain, active learning has good performance [3] - [10] .
II. CURRENT SITUATION OF ACTIVE LEARNING
In the course of human learning, humans usually use existing experiences to learn new knowledge and rely on knowledge that has been previously obtained to sum up and accumulate experiences; in other words, experience and knowledge constantly interact. Similarly, machine learning simulates the human learning process, in that it uses existing knowledge to train the model to get new knowledge and thus arrives at a more accurate and useful new model through the constant accumulation of knowledge that corrects the model. Unlike traditional supervised learning, in which expert knowledge is received passively, active learning can get high quality samples selectively. As such, active learning can reduce sample redundancy and achieve high classifier accuracy in small samples.
The active learning model can be defined as follows [2] :
Here, C is a group or a classifier, L is a marked sample for model training, Q is the query function used for identifying the samples that have a large amount of information in an unmarked sample set U, and S is the supervisor, which can append the correct label to samples in U. The learner begins to study a small amount of initial marked samples L, selects a batch of the most useful samples through the query function Q, and asks the supervisor for a label, then uses the newly acquired knowledge to train the classifier and begin the next round of inquiries. Active learning is an iterative process that continues until it reaches a stop criterion. Its workflow is shown in Figure 1 . Uncertainty-based Sampling (US) [11] , [13] , [32] is a simple and effective active learning method with a wide range of applications. In the active learning method, which is based on uncertainty, query function Q selects samples for which the classifier cannot determine the category. Because the least certain category samples often contain the most useful knowledge for the classifier, these samples are added to the training set to assist in the training of the classifier, which can improve the classifier's performance. However, in batch model active learning, which iterates each time to select a batch of samples, the query function only considers that uncertainty criteria may choose similar simples, causing information redundancy. One of the key questions in the batch model of active learning is how to select low-redundancy samples in order to provide as much information as possible for the classification model. Therefore, the query function must not only consider the uncertainty of samples, but also consider the difference between samples [6] , [14] , [15] . In recent years, moreover, transfer learning has been combined with active learning [17] , [18] , [34] in order to take advantage of knowledge from related fields while actively selecting target samples. This has also become an important research frontier in active learning.
III. UNCERTAINTY CRITERIA AND DIFFERENCE CRITERIA IN ACTIVE LEARNING
The query function Q of active learning is an important part of the active learning method, as it decides how to select samples and the quality of selected samples from the sample set. Therefore, the major differences in each active learning method center around the query function Q. There are two main types of query functions: uncertainty and difference. Uncertainty criteria mainly select samples for which the classifier cannot determine the samples of its category to provide as much information as possible for the classification model, while difference criteria select low-redundancy samples, also to provide the classification model with as much information as possible.
A. ACTIVE LEARNING METHOD BASED ON UNCERTAINTY CRITERIA
In each method of active learning, the use of uncertainty criteria is the most basic and intuitive strategy. Uncertainty criteria select samples for which the classifier cannot determine a category (since samples that cannot be readily allocated to a category always have the most useful knowledge for the classifier) and add these samples into the training set to assist in the training of the classifier, which can improve its performance.
1) MARGIN SAMPLING
Margin Sampling (MS) [19] is an active inquiry strategy based on Support Vector Machines (SVM). In the SVM model, the main basis of determining the category to which the sample points belong is the distance of sample point to classification plane; therefore, the more sample points close to the classification plane, the more uncertainty exists as to which category belongs to. Based on this idea, MS select the sample points nearest to the classification plane to include in the training set, thus improving the accuracy of the classification model. In the case of multiclass classification, consider SVM that one against remains. If the total number of categories is n, then when training a second-class SVM between each category and the rest of the categories, n second-class SVMs will be trained in total. For each sample in an unmarked set U, select the distance from the nearest plane in n classification plane as a metric, then choose the minimum metric sample as the most uncertain sample. The query function is as follows:
Here, f j x i , α j is the nth second-class SVM decision function value. As can be seen, for each sample in U, this strategy first sets the distance of the sample to the nearest classification plane as the confidence. The smaller the confidence, the more easily the sample may be misclassified by mistake. Therefore, selecting the smallest sample of confidence to include into training set L could play a role in improving the performance of the classification model.
2) BASED ON MULTILEVEL SAMPLING OF UNCERTAINTY
The MS strategy, which considers the distance of samples to the nearest classification plane, could play a role in improving the classification model performance; however, because it only considers the sample to single classification plane distance, it may not be able to achieve a better effect in the more number of categories problem. Accordingly, to improve the MS basis, some academics have proposed a MulticlassLevel Uncertainty (MCLU) strategy [35] . Like MS, MCLU is a select strategy based on edge. In the case of multiclass classification, MCLU also considers the SVM that one against remains strategy. The difference is that MCLU considers the difference of sample points to the furthest two classification planes as a measure of the confidence of the sample. The one against remains strategy of SVM is ultimately based on the decision function value to determine the category of samples, so that the sample will be judged as the maximum decision function value of the class. Therefore, the smaller the difference of a sample to the furthest two classification planes, the lower the accuracy with which the one against remains strategy can judge what the class sample belongs to; that is to say, the greater the uncertainty of the sample. The query function is as follows:
The c(x i ) in the above formula represents the confidence of sample x i ; that is, the difference of x i and the furthest two classification planes. Its calculation process is as follows:
Here, f j x, α j is the decision function value of the j th second SVM. It can be seen that the strategy first selects the largest two classification planes for this sample for each sample in unmarked set U, then calculates the difference of distance, chooses the minimum difference sample, and finally ensures selection of the most uncertain sample in each iteration.
3) Active Learning Method Combined with Uncertainty Criteria and Difference Criteria
In batch model active learning, the number of samples in each iteration round b >1. In this case, simply considering the uncertainty of samples may cause extract to similar samples. These similar samples do not provide more information for model training and thus cannot improve the accuracy of the model effectively. Therefore, batch model active learning considers not only the uncertainty of the sample, but also the difference of samples, avoiding the extraction of multiple similar sample into the training set. In short, it considers the rules of uncertainty and difference together.
B. MARGIN SAMPLING-CLOSEST SUPPORT VECTOR
MS first measures the distance of sample to nearest classification plane as confidence, then chooses the minimum confidence sample to include into the training set, making it a sampling method based on uncertainty. One disadvantage of this method is that it is easy to cause data redundancy in batch model active learning. Therefore, some scholars have put forward an improved edge sampling method-Margin Sampling-closest Support Vector (MS-cSV) [21] . MS-cSV considers the support vector closest to candidate samples as a basis for candidate sample selection.
This method provides a series of support vectors in the SVM model: SV = (x 1 ,y 1 ) , (x 2 ,y 2 ) . . . (x n ,y n ), that is, the training samples when the Lagrangian coefficient α is not zero. For each candidate sample vector q i , we can choose the closest support vector (cSV) as follows:
Here, K x j , q i is the kernel function. If some candidate samples' cSV are the same, the sample closest to the classification hyperplane from them will be chosen. That is, the samples added in at each time cannot have the same cSV. Choice strategy is as follows:
where l = 1, 2, . . . , b − 1, is the subscript of the candidate samples that have been selected. MS-cSV increases the limitation factor while selecting the sample closest to the classification hyperplane, meaning that the samples added in each iteration cannot have the same cSV. Obviously, in the case of selecting only one sample in each iterative round, the essence of MS and MS-cSV is the same, as they both choose the sample closest to the hyperplane. In batch model active learning, which makes multiple sample inquiries in each iterative round, MS-cSV could reduce redundant data as it considers the difference of samples, thus achieving better results.
1) MCLU-Enhanced Clustering-Based Diversity
In batch model active learning, combining uncertainty and difference could be an effective way to avoid data redundancy. Based on this idea, some scholars have proposed MCLUEnhanced Clustering-based Diversity (MCLU-ECBD) [6] . This model adds differences in steps to avoid selection of high-similarity samples on an MCLU basis. The query function of MCLU-ECBD is based on the evaluation of uncertainty and difference in order to implement two coherent steps. If selected b samples are added into the training set in each iterative round, then the algorithm first uses MCLU VOLUME 6, 2018 to select m(m>b) minimum degree of confidence samples in the uncertainty step, then uses kernel K-mean clustering to select the most different b samples from the m samples in the difference step. m/b means the balance of uncertainty and difference.
As MCLU is a method based on SVM, candidate samples are mapped to kernel space first, after which the confidence is evaluated. This time, to evaluate the difference between samples, the use of normal K-mean clustering will be insufficient to reflect the similarity of samples in kernel space; accordingly, K-mean clustering based on kernel space is used [22] .
Kernel K-mean clustering iteratively divides m candidate samples into k=b classes (C1,C2, . . . ,Cb). In the first iteration, construct b classes (C1,C2, . . . ,Cb), and assign an initial class label to each sample. In the next iteration, each class selects a pseudo center (µ1, µ2, . . . , µb), so that the distance from each sample to each cluster center in kernel space can be calculated, after which each sample is assigned to the closest class. The Euclidean distance between ∅ (x i ) and ∅ (µ v ), v=1, . . . ,b, is calculated as follows:
indicates that the total number of samples in class C v , can be calculated as follows:
is a non-linear mapping function from primitive feature [16] space to high dimensional space, while K(..,..) is the kernel function. The kernel k mean algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Assign the initial value of δ ∅(
Assign x i to closest class:
From µ v closest sample (calculated using formula (8)), the pseudo center of C v was selected:
The algorithm has iterated to convergence, that is, no more samples are reassigned.
While kernel k-means algorithm get C1,C2, . . . ,Cb, selects the lowest degree of confidence samples from each class:
Finally, obtain b samples. These samples are labeled by the supervisor and added into the training set.
To summarize, MCLU-ECBD combines uncertainty and difference. At first, in the uncertainty steps, use MCLU to select samples which have the lowest degree of confidence, then consider the difference between samples, then k-mean clustering of samples which were selected in the first step in kernel space. We can think samples in each class are similarity, so to avoid data redundancy, select a minimum confidence of the sample to add into the training set from each class. Obviously, in cases where a sample is selected in each round of iterations, the second step of MCLU-ECBD does not work, so it is the same as the essence of MCLU. Moreover, in batch model active learning that selects multiple samples in each round of iterations, MCLU-ECBD can reduce redundancy effectively and improve classification accuracy.
IV. ACTIVE LEARNING COMBINED WITH TRANSFER LEARNING LUSION
Active learning training classification, through selecting the most information on the number of samples labeled to achieve the dual purpose of cost-savings and improvement of classification performance, effectively solves the problem of the insufficiently marked sample. However, in some fields of application, considering only the active learning method may cause a waste of marked data in related fields. For example, when categorizing blog documents, documents marked as 'news documents' will no doubt be of some help; ignoring news documents will cause a waste of data, thereby increasing the unnecessary burden of classification work. Consider the use of documents marked as news for the classification of blog documents as an instance of transfer learning. Transfer learning refers to migrating the accumulated knowledge from a related field to the target field. Unlike traditional supervised learning, in transfer learning, the training set and test set do not need to be subordinate to the same distribution. Therefore, in cases where there are adequate marked samples from a related field and a certain number of marked samples from the target field, combining transfer learning with active learning can maximize the use of marked samples from the field and reduce the work involved in marking samples from the target field, thus ultimately achieving the purpose of saving on costs and improving model performance.
1) Joint Optimization Framework for Transfer and Batch-model Active Learning
Active learning and transfer learning are two ways to solve the problem of insufficient marked samples: transfer learning solves this problem by acquiring knowledge from data sources in a related field, while active learning is concerned with selecting as small as possible and a large amount of information samples to be manually annotated. In order to both use marked data in a related field and select large information samples in the target field, it has been proposed that transfer learning be combined with active learning to form a uniform framework-a Joint Optimization Framework for Transfer and Batch-model Active Learning (JO-TAL) [23] . The main characteristics of this framework are field adaptation on source domain data S, with active sampling on unmarked data in target domain U, to achieve the purpose of selecting training data which have similar probability distributions to the test data set. Suppose that for the source field and target sources, mark function or conditional probability P(y|x) are the same. As such, the above problem can be simplified as: domain adaptation on source field data set S to get field adaptation source data S a while selecting subset Q from U to make the edge probability P S a ∪Q∪L (x) similar to P U \Q (x), while L represents marked data in the target field. This framework is described in detail below.
JO-TAL uses MMD (Maximum Mean Discrepancy) [25] , [26] , [36] to evaluate the difference in edge probabilities between two data sets. Supposing that source data or field adaptation source data S a have n s samples, target field unmarked data U have n u samples, and target field marked data L have n l samples, we hope that selecting a batch of query subset in U which includes b samples in each iteration will make the edge probability P S a ∪Q∪L (x) similar to P U \Q (x). MMD defines f between two sets of data as
Here, ϕ: X→H is a mapping from feature space X to high dimension space H. Selecting a subset Q of U to minimize the distribution difference between S a ∪L ∪ Q and U\Q is equivalent to selecting a Q to minimize f . We then defined a n-dimensional binary vector α, such that each component α i indicates whether x i ∈ U is selected: if selected, α i = 1, otherwise, α i = 0. Domain adaptation achieved through re-weighting, a technology widely used in transfer learning [17] , [27] , [37] , is repurposed to match the edge distribution of source field and target field data. In this respect, we defined another n s -dimensional vector β, where each component β i indicates weights of x i ∈ S. At this point, the problem is reduced to find the appropriate α and β to minimize the cost function:
Here, 1 is an all-1 vector of the same dimension as α. The first item of the above formula indicates the average of re-weighted source data, marked target data and the mapping feature of unmarked target data. For each sample x i , if not selected, the corresponding component α i is 0, so in the first item, the unselected sample x i will not be counted as sum. The second item indicates the unmarked set U minus the mapping feature average of the selected query subset. The first limitation factor makes sure that each component of α has a value of 1 or 0, while the third limitation factor makes sure that only b samples are selected.
The formula (13) can be expressed as
Here, G is the kernel Gram matrix of (n s +n u + n l ) * (n s + n u + n l ) on the source data S, unmarked data in target field U and marked data in target data L. While calculating, each data set is arranged in the order above. We can then use kernel K to define G, G (i, j) = K(x i ,x j ), and define c = (n s +n u +n l )
Based on the above expression, we can observe the following: the first item of formula (14) ensures there is less similarity between the samples in selected query subset Q and avoids the data redundancy of query subset Q; the second item makes sure there is less similarity between the re-weighted source samples, avoiding the data redundancy of source data set S; the third item makes sure there is less similarity between the selected query samples and re-weighted source samples, avoiding information overlap; the fourth item makes the selected query samples and some unmarked samples similar, make sure the representative and typical; the fifth item makes the re-weighted source samples and some unmarked samples similar, ensuring the representativeness of source field data; the sixth item means less similarity between selected query samples and marked samples, ensuring the difference of the selected data set; the seventh item means less similarity between reweighted source data and marked target data, ensuring the difference of the re-weighted source data set. Therefore, use of JO-TAL to choose samples can satisfy some of the requirements of both active learning and transfer learning, such as representativeness, difference, reduction of redundancy and information overlap. The binary constraint for α i makes formula (14) become an NP problem; therefore, we can make it become secondary planning through relaxing the limited factor, as follows:
Algorithm 1 JO-TAL
where:
As this is a standard quadratic programming problem, there are many effective solutions. The key step of each iteration as algorithm-1 figure, β new is source-weight vector, update in each iteration.
Active learning technology based on field adaptation: Query+ and Query− Query+ and Query− [17] is a domain adaptation technology based on active learning. Its main principles are inquiring after a small amount of large information target domain samples in each iteration and deleting the samples not adapted to target domain distribution in the source field, combining the basic ideas of active learning and transfer learning. This method mainly uses the two query functions Query+ and Query− to achieve its aims: Query+ (Q+) selects the most information on the number of samples in the target field through the evaluation of uncertainty, while Query−(Q−) deletes the representative samples for target data in the source field from the current training set. Use the two query function, Q+ and Q− add new target samples into training while deleting the source samples in training set, so that the classification model is better adapted to target the field classification problem. In this way, the workload of manual marking is reduced at the same time.
The purpose of Q+ is to select a batch of largest information samples x + from the target field unmarked samples. These samples are then marked to be added into training set T (Here, training set T includes target field marked samples set L and source field data set S). For evaluation of uncertainty, use Breaking Ties (BT) [5] . BT is an active sampling strategy based on posterior probability and can be applied to selection in training set samples of Neural Networks, maximum likelihood classification and other probabilistic models. In probabilistic models, P(y|x) is the probability when the sample is x and label is y, that is, posterior probability. In general, the probabilistic classification model will be judged as the category with the highest probability of posterior probability, that is
Therefore, for a sample x, the smaller the posterior probability difference between the two maximum different categories, the closer the probability of the two categories and the greater the uncertainty. This idea is fairly similar to MCLU, so the query function of BT algorithm is similar in form to the query function of MCLU:
Here, use maximum likelihood classifier [29] as classification mode. In the maximum likelihood classifier model, in order to avoid the number of samples less than or close to feature dimension cause to sample covariance matrix in the situation is strange or approximate strange, we can use regularization discriminant analysis [38] to estimate the covariance matrix.
The purpose of Q-is to delete x − , which is the set of samples not adapted to target field distribution in the source field, and reduce the loss caused to classification model accuracy by this sample. Calculate the conditional probability of category using the Gaussian Probability Density Model [29] , and consider the difference between using only the probability distribution calculated by source data S(T (0) ) and the probability distribution calculated by current training set T (i) . The query function is as follows:
Here, ω l is the category to which x belongs. For each sample in source data set S, if the difference of conditional probability above is small, the probability distribution of category ω l calculated by source data S has not significantly changed; by contrast, if the difference above is great, the probability distribution of category ω l from source field to target field has changed, and the corresponding x is no longer representative of target field distribution.
Combine Q+ and Q− together, add b + new target samples into the training set in each round of iteration, and delete the b − source sample from training at the same time. We can go through the scale of source data set S, the relevance between source and target data and other factors to choose proportion b − /b + . If the source data and target data have a high relativity, we can select a smaller b − ; if relativity is low, select the higher b − . The conclusion of Q+ and Q− is as follows: : the number of source samples deleted in each iteration. Output:
Q + : target query set; Q − : source deleted set. 1: Use current training set T (i) (T (i) = S ∪ L) to train maximum likelihood classifier; 2: Go through Q + to select b + samples from U, which become Q + ; 3: Calculate the category conditional probability using T (0) (T (0) = S) and T (i) , respectively; 4: Go through Q-to select b − samples in S, which become
V. EXPERIMENTS A. ACTIVE LEARNING METHOD EXPERIMENT 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to test the performance of the four active learning algorithms (MS, MCLU, MS-cSV and MCLU-ECBD), use the twelve UCI data sets widely used in the machine learning field as test data. The number of attributes, categories and samples of each data set are shown in Table 1 .
This experiment uses random sampling comparison with the use of SVM training by all samples in the training set. The SVM model uses RBF kernel function, while the parameters use the optimal values obtained by cross-validation of the initial training set. Each data set is randomly divided into training set and test set by a ratio of 3:7. Each category randomly selects 5 samples as an initial training set, and each iteration selects 3 samples (b=3). In the uncertainty steps of MCLU-ECBD, the number of selected samples is 12 (m=4b). We performed 10 independent experiments in each data set, using a randomly selected initial training set every time, after which the results were averaged.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We use paired t-test tests to evaluate the differences in the accuracy of the various methods. In this experiment, we compare the classification accuracy achieved by various methods in each independent experiment at a confidence level of 95% and record the instances of win/tie/loss. The results are shown in Table 2 .
As we can see from Table 2 , for each data set, active learning algorithm performance is better than that of the RS (random selection) algorithm. The advantage is particularly obvious in the performance of the waveform data set, but there is no significant difference between various active learning methods.
At the same time, we use the number of training set samples-classification accuracy curve to describe the trend of classification accuracy as the scale of training set increases. We can easily observe the performance differences between various algorithm through this curve. The experimental results for the 12 data sets are presented in Figure 2 .
As we can see from Figure 2 , on almost all data sets, the performances of active learning methods are better than those of the random sampling method. Especially in breast-cancer, german, heart, image, iris, splice, thyroid andwaveform, the active learning method can greatly improve the classification accuracy compared to random sampling. However, because the number of categories in these data sets is low (a large number of data sets only include two types of samples), the superiority of MCLU relative to MS is not well reflected. This is because MS considers the distance from the candidate sample to the closest classification plane, while MCLU considers the difference between the two classification planes which are closest to the candidate sample. When the data set only includes two types of samples, there is essentially only one classification between the two types of samples, so that in this case, there is not much difference between MS and MCLU. The algorithm that considered the difference of samples achieved relatively good performance on some data sets, such as in breast-cancer and thyroid, where MS-cSV achieved almost the best performance in each iteration. MCLU-ECBD achieved relatively good performance on heart. However, in general, for MS-cSV and MCLU-ECBD that considered the difference between samples compared to MS and MCLU, the advantage is not obvious, which could be due to the low redundancy between the samples in these data sets. In addition, as we can see from the early stages of the sample with less iterations, the active learning algorithm may be unstable, such as in iris. MS and MCLU-ECBD showed a significant decline of classification accuracy at the beginning of iteration. The classification accuracy of MCLU also declined in the first iteration.
The time complexity of various active learning methods in this section is presented in Table 3 .
In order to verify the convergence speed of various active learning methods, experiments were carried out on twonorm, after which the calculation time required to achieve a certain accuracy was recorded. Results are presented in Table 4 .
It can be seen that where the algorithm is relatively simple and the time complexity is low, the convergence speed of MS is fastest. However, this comparison method does not take into account the time it takes to mark the samples, as only the calculation time of inquired samples is considered; consequently, this method can to a certain extent reflect the convergence speed of various active learning methods, but cannot fully evaluate the performance of the algorithms.
B. ACTIVE LEARNING METHOD EXPERIMENT COMBINED WITH TRANSFER LEARNING 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Use 4 UCI data sets as test data to test the performance of the active learning method combined with transfer learning, as shown above. In order to ensure that the source data has a distribution difference with the target data, divide it according to a certain dimension for each data set. In mushroom, according to attribute stalk-shape to divide into two data sets, attribute stalk-shape for enlarging as source field data, attribute stalk-shape for tapering as target field data; in enlarging-mushroom, randomly select out 100 samples as source field sample. In haberman, according to attribute Age of patient at time of operation to divide, the value is between 45 and 65 as source data, and others as target field data [39] . In kr-vs-kp, according to attribute Dwipd to divide, Dwipd is source data for g and target data for 1. In breastcancer, according to attribute Clump Thickness to divide, less than the average as source data, greater than average and the target data. The specific details are presented in Table 5 . In addition to the two methods introduced by JO-TAL and Q+ and Q−, add the following algorithm as a comparison: 
1) Joint Optimization based Transfer Learning and Rand
Sampling. (JO-T-Rand) [38] Operates mainly by solving the optimization problem in the target field for randomly selected samples. 2) Optimization based Batch-mode Active Learning. (AL) [38] This method only uses the data from the target field to train the classifier, reducing the difference between Q∪L and U\Q by solving optimization problems to select sample activity.
3) Q−
This method makes a change to Q+ and Q−, randomly adding b + new target samples into the training set for each round, and at the same time, acting according to Formula (20) to delete b − source samples from the training set.
4) BT
Only uses the target data set to train the classification model, uses Formula (17) as a query function to inquire after samples in the target data set. In the data sets haberman, kr-vs-kp and mushroom, select 10 samples as an initial training set; in data set breast-cancer, select four samples as an initial training set. In data sets haberman and mushroom, the number of target samples in each iteration b is 5, while in kr-vs-kp and breast-cancer, b is 3. Delete 10 samples for each round of iteration in all data sets. Using the SVM model, which uses the RBF kernel function, the parameters used are the optimal values obtained from the validation on the initial training set. Perform 10 independent experiments on each data set, using the random sampling initial training set every time, after which the results are averaged.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We still use paired t-test tests to evaluate difference in the accuracy of the various methods. In this experiment, we compare the classification accuracy achieved by various methods in each independent experiment at a confidence level of 95% and record the instances of win/tie/loss. The results are shown in Table 6 .
As we can see from Table 6 , for most of the data sets, the performance of JO-TAL and Q+ and Q− where active learning and transfer learning is combined is better than that of the method JO-Rand and Q−, which only uses domain adaptation and AL/BT (that only select initiatively). The experiment results proved that combined transfer learning and active learning can make the most of the data in related fields, reduce the work of target field mark samples, and finally achieve the goal of saving on costs and improving model performance. On haberman and mushroom, the performance of Q+ and Q− is better than JO-TAL, but on breast-cancer, the performance of JO-TAL is better than Q+ and Q−, while on kr-vs-kp, there is almost no difference between the performance of these two methods.
Similarly, in order to improve the observations of experimental results, we use the number of training sets samples-classification accuracy curve to describe the trend of classification accuracy as the scale of training set increases. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . As we can see from Figure 3 , the method of JO-TAL and Q+ and Q− that combines active learning and transfer learning displays relatively good performance. On the data sets breast-cancer and kr-vs-kp, the performance of Q+ and Q− is better than JO-TAL at the beginning of the experiment; with an increase in the number of iterations, however, the classification accuracy of the Q+ and Q− model shows no obvious improvement, while the classification accuracy of JO-TAL gradually surpasses the classification accuracy of Q+ and Q−. This may be due to the parameters of Q+ and Q− model selection being inappropriate. On the data sets haberman and mushroom, the performance of Q+ and Q− is comparatively good; in the case of haberman, this may be because the similarity between source data and target data is fairly high, so that Q+ and Q− and Q− have maintained 100% classification from the beginning. On mushroom, Q+ and Q− quickly converge to 100%.
The time complexity of various algorithms in this section is presented in Table 7 . In order to verify the convergence speed of the various active learning methods, an experiment was carried out on data set mushroom and the calculation time required to achieve a certain accuracy was recorded, as shown in Table 8 . As we can see from Table 8 , because the algorithm AL is relatively simple, the calculation speed is relatively fast while the accuracy requirements are low. However, due to there being no use of the samples of related fields, there was a failure to meet the high accuracy requirements. JO-T-Rand and BT can be seen to be faster at achieving higher accuracy requirements. As for Q+ and Q−, although the time required to complete a single iteration is long, it can meet higher accuracy requirements while the times of iteration are less. Similarly, it can to a certain extent reflect the convergence speed of various algorithms; however, because it does not take the time taken to mark samples into account, but only considers the calculation time of inquiring after samples, it cannot fully evaluate the performance of various algorithms.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article first introduces various active inquiry strategies that employ uncertainty and difference. Uncertainty criteria use uncertainty as a measure of information about samples and select the sample with the highest degree of uncertainty to include in training in order to improve the performance of the model. Difference criteria consider the similarity between samples and avoid the information redundancy caused by selected high-similarity samples. Combining the two methods of active learning and transfer learning solves the problem of insufficient marked samples, maximizes the use of marked data in related fields, reduces the work of marking samples in a related field, and ultimately achieves the goal of saving costs and improving the performance of the model. Finally, it is proven by experimental results that while the active learning method is faster than transfer learning, as it can converge quickly and reduce redundancy, the combination of active learning and transfer learning can take advantage of knowledge in related fields and improve the accuracy of the model.
For active learning, it is important to have effective stop criteria. If we can provide test data, then the iterative process of active learning can be achieved in cases where the classification accuracy reaches a steady state. However, as there may not be sufficient test data in the real world, we therefore hope to explore stop criteria that are not dependent on test data in the future. Moreover, as high-dimension input data may bring about ''dimension disaster'' during the inquiry process, we hope to explore some effective dimensionality reduction methods in the pretreatment stage to reduce the complexity of the query phase.
